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Equivalent Circuit for Fault Analysis

    of Power System Containing an

 Unsymmetrical Double-Circuit Line

                 Tsuneo TANIGucHI*

            (Received November 15, 1975)

         In this paper, an equivalent circuit of a power system containing unsymmetrical

      double-circuit line is presented for fault analysis.

         First, two types of basic circuits A and B, both having a mutual impedance be-

      tween two lines and these equivalent circuits are exhibited.

         These equivalent circuits are not of new type, but by using these, the equivalent

      circuits of symmetrical components of the above mentioned system can be easily

      composed. Therefbre, the problems not only of fault analysis but also of construct-

      ing power system networks, are easily examined, by using these equivalent circuits.

                              1. Introduction

    In power transmission lines, tappings are recently made from a halfway of a double-

circuit line, to utilize existing lines.

    In an industrial power system, also, tappings (z-form branch) are made from a

main-line of a loop primary circuit to improve of the reliability.

    These two lines, tapped off from the main-line, form themselves a double-circuit

line with a small scale.

    In this paper, such a double-circuit line is named unsymmetrical double-circuit

line. A method of symmetrical tranformation of two vectors is usefu1 for an analysis of

faults on a symmetrical double-circuit line, by using jointly with symmetrical compo-

nents, because its zero phase sequence network is divided into two networks which are

independent of each other.

    However, in the zero phase sequence network of the unsymmetrical double-circuit

line, its divided two networks are not independent of each other.

    For the fault of a power system including such an unsymmetrical double-circuit

line, a numerical calcuiationi) with a digital computer can be systematically carried out by

using the graph theory.

    However, an analyzing method using an equivalent network, also, is usefu1 and

convenient to make clear not only the whole aspect of the system, but also the effect of

each component of the system.

    Especially, in the studies of middle scale systems such as industrial power systems,
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distribution systems and reduced systems for analysis of transient stability of large sys-

tems, containing unsymmetrical circuits, the above analyzing method shows its merit.

    In this paper, two types of basic circuits A and B, both having a mutual impedance

between two lines and these equivalent circuits2) are exhibited.

    These equivalent circuits are not of new type, but by using these, the equivalent

circuits of the above mentioned unsymmetrical networks can be easily composed and, by

this, the field engineers wi11 be able to easily examine thire practical prob!ems, without

a deep knowledge of graph theory.

                            2. Basic Circuit

    In this section, two types of basic circuits A and B are considered.

    Type A circuit is shown in Fig. 1. This circuit consists of fbur nodes and two bran-

ches of which each branch has a series impedance and a mutual impedance between the

branches, in essence.
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Type A circuit

    Shunt capacitances are divided into two equal parts, each of which is set at both

ends of branches in accordance with x-circuit form.

    First, consider an equivalent circuit of type A.

    Here, the circuit now considered is only parts shown in Fig. 1 by solid lines, because

all of capacitances are not directly concerned with this problem.

    In this circuit:

                         /rl:.4i.:3.ii£.2ikl･] ,,,

where Ei : phase voltage of node @ (i=1, 2, 3, 4),

       2,･ :self impedance of branch ttl (1'--1, 2), ･

       2M : mutual impedance between two branches [!] and pt,

        - L-7"       lli' : current of branch Ut l (j'=1, 2).

    From Eq. (1), branch currents are



     l -,2221d -zMtd 1
 Ym,t2=li 2Mld 2Mtd i3]'mf2 fi

   3i -L 2fd -L .l4 SiiV2 ±t

    Y,/2= zYla12
        --    Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of type A

    Next, type B circuit is shown in Fig. 3.

in which node @ is connected to node @.

    In this case,

                          "e -                         E, = E,, lh ==

                          --e                         Il -- Il,+I>t

and a capacitance 9M12 between node (!) and

    Referring to Eqs. (4) and (5), nodal currents
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                  i,t -= -li-(2>E,-4E,-2.E,+2.E,) ,

                                                                      (2)
                  4t - -li ( - 2.E, + 2.E, + 2iE, - 21E,)

where d = 2,4- 2M2

and nodal currents are

                         --- -                         E･ ;' 2･lj ft･ ::2･Il ] (3)

From Eqs. (2) and (3), nodal currents are given as fbllows:

          i,(=:il,) == -li- {4(E,-E,)+2.(E,-R,)-2.(E,-E,} ,

          4(- -"il') - -li {4(E,-Ei,)-2.(E,-E,)+2M(E,-Er,)} ,

                                                                      (4)
          ik(-.4,t) - -li- {2,(E,-E,)+2.(E,-E,)-2.(E,-E,)} ,

          L(-= -4t) -= -li {2,(E,-E,)-2.(E,-E,)+2.(E,-E,)} .

    Eq. (4) shows that 2,ld, 4!d, 2M!A and -2Mld are admittances between nodes,

respectively.

    Thus, an equivalent circuit of type A is shown in Fig. 2.

   Also, shunt capacitances and capacitances between branches are shown in Fig. 2 by

dotted lines and also, these are not directly concerned with this problem.

    V,12=I l= Y.if2 =: I72!2        t 2,fd ' ,E, 2i [I] @ l'E2'
                                                   })'"ht l                                           0 >.tr,,< fyh,f2

                                                                   1                                                  Z2 ta (lil) E4

                                                    Type B circuit

                             I                             =F Y212
                           h"

        Fig. 3.

This circuit is a modified circuit of type A

 node @ in type A circuit is neglected.

    are
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           i, - -li {(2, - 2.)(E, - E,) + (4 - 2.)(E, - E,)} ,

           4- -]ii- {(4-2.)(E,-E,)+2.(E,-E,)} , (6)

           "t, - -li- {(2,-2.)(R,-E,)+2.(E,-E,)}

where A = 2,4 - Ziif2

   An equivalent circuit of type B shown in Fig. 4.

                                          -                              ･･ !F v,12
                             Z2-ZM 2
                               21                        .1 li
                                           l                                     21,/zi =:Pha12

                 ..r t                 Yi+Y-'.--,.' .' l
                   2+ 4Llnf 4･                      -t                                2 ;.V2t2
                                           -
                    Fig. 4. Equivalent circuit of Type B

        3. Equivalent Circuit for Fault Aanlysis on Unsymmetrical

                        Double-Circuit Line

   In this section, for the fault calculation of an unsymmetrical double-circuit line, an

equivalent sequence networks of symmetrical components are introduced, based on two

basic circuits.

   A sample system network is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5, both No. 1 route and No. 2

route are the double-circuit lines.

   Each line has different line constants and capacitanes of lines are neglected for sim-

plicity.
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 The system forms an unsymmetrical circuit as described in the introduction.

 In Fig. 5,

   2}j : series impedance between node @ and node @,

   2i,:impedance viewed from node @ towards reference node @,

   ZMi: mutual impedance between parallel lines,

   node @ and @: tapped off nodes for n branch,

   node CD: node on opposite line corresponding to nodes @ and @,

   node @: node on opposite line corresponding to node @.

 This system is divided into four parts with type A and type B circuits as shown in

. 6.
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    Then, as the equivalent circuit of each part is

lent circuit of the system can be easily composed

numbers of these equivalent circuits as shown in

given by Fig. 2 or Fig. 4, an equiva-

by connecting the nodes of the same

 Fig. 7.
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    The positive, negative and zero sequence networks of the system shown in Fig. 5

will be represented by the above equivalent circuit which has corresponding component

line constants.

    The line constants are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1.
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Line Constants (without ground wires)

.

z,
.

4.
z
.

lk

Zero sequence circuit

ri+j'(D(lsi+2mi)

iw(31m')

j'toCsi

-j'tu(3Cm')

Positive and negative

  sequence clrcult

ri+j'(v(lsi-lmi)

       o
j'Q}(C,i+3C.i+3C.')

       o

         Simbol;
            ri: resistance of No, i line per phase,

            lsi: self inductance of No. i 1ine per phase,
           l.i: mutual inductance between conductors of No. i line per phase,
           l.': mutual inductance between parallel lines per phase,
           C,i: capacitance between conductor of No. i and ground per phase,
           C.i: capacitance between conductors of No. i 1ine per phase,
           C.': capacticance between parallel lines per phase.

    Moreover, 2}, in Fig. 5 is an impedance between the node @ and the neutral node

in the positive or negative sequence network and in the zero sequence network, 2}o is

three times as much as the impedance of the earth return path between the node @ and

the fault point.2)'3' Each of them is inserted between the node @ and the reference

node @.

    In unsymmetrical fault studies of a power system such as line-to･-line or line-to

ground, the impedance or the admittance of each sequence network viewed from the

point of fault to its network is required. For example, in case that the fault occurs at

                                   .the node @ in Fig. 5, the admittance Yf ofan arbitary sequence network is given by

using the corresponding equivalent circuit as fbllows (see the dotted part in Fig. 7):

                       -e-                       Ylf = (1li/ Vk)atii-o (i=1, "', 7) (7)

were 4: iajection current directed towards the node @,

      .     Vk: voltage of the node @.

Vlf can be also given by using the nodal equation (see appendix).

                                4. Conclusion

    An equivalent circuit of a power system with unsymmetrical double-circuit line

is described.

    Two basic circuits presented are convenient to compose equivalent circuits of sym-

metrical components of an unsymmetrical system.

    Therfore, the problems not only of fault analysis, but also of constructing system

networks, are easily examined.
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equivalent circuit shown

             - ---            L YI, Y,,･･･Y,,
             - --            4= g, g,-･-･
             t--             ---             I--             ---            4 }Z,･････････--Z,

nodal current of the node @,

nodal voltage of the node @,

self admittance

admittances connected to this node,

.

in Fig. 7

R
,E
,.I

E,

of the node @ and the value is

can be expressed as

(A-1)

equal to the sum of all the

        .       Y}j: mutual admittance between the nodes @ and @, and the value is equal to

           the negative of the sum of the admittances connected between the nodes

            @ and @.

   With partitioning method, Eq. (A--1) is partitioned into the fbllowing two:

                            - ---                                           .                            Il -= ]Yl,E,+Yl,E,, (A-2)
                            4- iZiZ.E7,+S;Tk,E, (A-3)
where

                          ---                          Il Ei Yis
                          --}                                -t                    L-= 5 E,- E2 Yl,- Us
                          ---                          --t                          ---                          1}, E,, Y},,
                           --                     ･ cg,･･･-
                    yii-(i, ... i,1･

                     .                    IYiS: transposed matrix of ]Yl,.

                          .    Now, since all elements of 4 are set zero, in Eq. (A-2)

                         1}1 --Vfii ]?1,R,. (A-4)

                               .    Substituting this expression fbr E, into Eq. (A-3) yields

                        ik -(]?7k,- ]V'iZ VIIi Yl,)E,. (A-5)

          .    Thus, INIf in Eq. (7) is given by the fo11owing equation;

                         - - -e-                         Ylf= Yk,- Y,Z Yili Yl,. (A-6)


